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Abstract—The importance of internal network security has been 

on the rise due to the demand of businesses in organizations that 

deal complicated device connections in SCADA networks. 

Ideally, the firewall rule searching speed must be as effective as 

O(1) time complexity, to filter all network traffic regardless of the 

number of fields filtered and the number of firewall rules. This 

paper proposes an advanced firewall rules matching algorithm 

with designed hash table function. The proposed firewall rule 

matching algorithm based on our designed hash table function is 

able to achieve far better speed than other search algorithms. 

Additionally, our hash table-based algorithm shows a constant 

execution time regardless the number of firewall rules.  

Keywords—Network Security; Firewall; Hash Table; Time 

Complexity 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The importance of network security has been increasing 
rapidly, and poor security has caused lost, such as in terms of 
confidential data, organization reputation, and many other 
aspects [1]. Application-like of network attacks come in the 
form of malwares, virus, ransomwares, and so on. 
Additionally, hackers’ existence is not detectable until 
malicious change in data set surfaced.  

In general, firewall rules are set of rules between source IP 
address and destination IP address, which must be in stateful 
presentation for strong network protection. Firewall becomes 
the first-line defense especially an internal network from 
internet (see Fig. 1). The industrial network shown in Fig. 1 
usually consists of a server, router, RTU (Remote Terminal 
Unit), devices, client, and so on. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of connection between SCADA network and internet 

The network rules defined in firewall are important to 
protect the operation network from misuses, or other form of 
data compromised in a Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) network. The importance of firewall 
rule matching speed is even greater for industry applications 
with real-time requirement.  

Fast packet classification has become the main need in 
computer network [2]. There are many existing firewall rule 
matching algorithms. Some are optimizing natured algorithms 
[3]. According to [4] and [5], those studies can provide at least 
5-10 times efficiency compared to the un-optimized iptables. 
With back-tracking cases, the work in [6] compresses the path 
in a hierarchical tree. In [7], the hashing technique still allows 
back-tracking to the full rule list when a match is not found. 
Additionally, the past studies have already been a trading off 
between the processing time and space consumption.  

It must be realized that every search algorithm has its own 
worst-case time complexity. Nevertheless the best-case time 
complexity is O(1); and fast and stable searching speed at O(1) 
are important for operation network performance and the 
business needs. The objective of this paper is hence to define a 
firewall rule searching algorithm to determine the matched 
firewall rule for a SCADA network, to be as efficient as O(1). 
Additionally, unlike many other search algorithms, in which 
data sorting is one of the key requirements, the proposed 
algorithm does not need data sorting.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II provides the literature review. Section III describes the 
designed firewall rule matching algorithm, while the 
experimental results are presented in Section IV. Finally, 
Section V conclude this work. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Linear Search Algorithm 

The idea of linear search algorithm is to find the search 
object within the database by increasing the counter of the 
dataset once every search step [8]. This algorithm aims to 
uncover the search object regardless of the sorting of dataset in 
the database. With a size of N dataset in the database, the time 
complexity of Linear Search Algorithm is O(N). 

B. Binary Search Algorithm 

In Binary Search Algorithm [9], the basic methodology is 
to divide the database into an upper half and a lower half. In 
other words, the searching scheme verifies the data at the 
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middle index of the database. The datasets in the database must 
be sorted in order. The dataset sorting order is usually 
increasing. By following the dataset sorting, each verification 
step examines whether the data at the current middle index is 
equal, or smaller, or larger than the searching object. If the data 
at the middle index does not match the searching object, the 
middle index must be updated accordingly and recursively. 
With N as the number of rule dataset in the database, the time 
complexity of Binary Search Algorithm is O(log2N). 

C. Tuple Space Search  

The methodology discovered in [10] is subjected to the 
combination or tuple of dimensions of incoming packets, e.g. 
source IP address, destination IP address, protocol, source port 
number, and destination port number. In this case, it is termed 
a 5-dimensional tuple. The steps in Tuple Pruning 
methodology introduced in [10] begins with range matching 
with the longest prefix in every dimension. It is continued by 
tracing the compatible tuple until it finds the exact match. This 

methodology is  in time complexity, in which N is 

the number of dataset in the database, and W is the width of 
tuple space area [10].  

D. Space Decomposition Technique for Fast Layer-4 
Switching (PACARS) 

According to the study done in [11], each filter F is stored 
only once, at a quad-tree node, at which crossing happens. The 
scheme in [11] adopted quad-tree algorithm that divide an area 
into four children areas out of a rectangle or a square, i.e. 
north east, north west, south east, and south west. The scheme 
researched in [11] considers the maximum length of prefix as 
W. The number of prefix partitioning is symbolized with α. 
With N as the number of traffic rules, (log N) is bounded by 
W. With this scheme, the maximum space requirement is 
O(N). The maximum searching time is O(αN) and the 
maximum updating time is O( ). 

E. Aggregated Bit Vector  

As in [12], the searching methodology is finding the 
longest prefix match between the incoming packet and the 
database stored in a trie structure. With A as the size of 
aggregation, N as the number of rules, and Hi up to Hk as the 
elements in the incoming packet, the maximum preprocessing 
time of this methodology is O(N2k). With word size 
symbolized as w, the maximum memory requirement is  

. 

F. Hierarchical Space Mapping (HSM)  

HSM scheme as described in [13] work with N policies for 
tuple of F fields, it will look up in at most F balanced binary 
tree. It will only traverse on the respective fields’ binary tree, 
to look-up in  tables. This process takes maximum 

time to compute in . With combination of F and N 

set in the range 2 < F << N, the searching time complexity is 
O(logN). For any number outside of the range, the searching 
time complexity is O(Flog(2N+1) + log(F-1)).  

G. Table of Algorithm Comparison  

Table I shows the time complexity of each search 
algorithm. In the table, the category of algorithm taxonomy 

shows the comparisons of the searching algorithms more 
objectively, with respective to the algorithm taxonomy. 
Legends of the notations used in Table I are defined as follow: 

F: The number of field for HSM algorithm 
k: The number of elements in the incoming packet for 

ABV algorithm 
N:  The number of dataset in the database 
W:  The width of tuple area of the searching object in 

Tuple Space Search and rectangle search 
α: The number of prefix partitioning in PACARS  

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF SEARCHING ALGORITHMS  

Taxonomy Algorithm Worst-case Time Complexity 

Basic Data 

Structure 

Linear Search 

Algorithm [8]  

Divide and 
Conquer 

Binary Search 
Algorithm [9] 

 

Aggregated 

Bit Vector 

[12] 
 

Heuristic 

Tuple Space 
Search [10]  

Hierarchical 

Space 
Mapping [13] 

 

Geometry PACARS[11]  

H. IPv4 and IPv6 

Network layer in computer communication is generally 
handled with IPv4 address format. This format uses 32 bits 
segregated into four segments of decimal number. As a result, 
each segment in IPv4 address format ranges from 0 to 255. 
With this formatting style, there are total of 3.78 billion public 
IP addresses, excluding the 0.51 billion reserved addresses 
[14]. 

With the demand of IP addresses in modern age, IPv6 
formatting style was introduced. It consists of 128 bits, 
divided into 8 segments, and written in hexadecimal format 
[15]. With such format, IPv6 is capable of serving 340 
undecillion requests of IP addresses. 

III. FIREWALL RULE MATCHING ALGORITHM 

A. Concept of Hashing Agorithm 

It has been explained in [16] that hash table has a close 
relation with hash mapping. Moreover, this method can 
provide constant time for processing, as its framework is 
mainly looking at a structure that works like a dictionary.  

Hash table is a table formatted like array, in which contents 
can be accessed if the array index is known. To insert the 
contents into a hash table, the most common technique is to 
use remainder function modulus with respect to the size of 
table. Following, the size of table is commonly referred to the 
number of entry that needs to be entered.  

Suppose that the data are 2, 19, 32, 28, 17, 8, 11, 55, 40, 
48, 35, 38, 15 and 23. With 14 data, the table index starts from 
0 to 13. Using simple hash function f(x) = x mod 14, the 
mapping results are presented in the following table. 

Hash 

Value 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Content 28 15 2 17 32 19 48 35 8 23 38 11 40 55 



To visualize colliding case, let entry 38 changed with 50. It 
can be computed that entry 50 collides with entry 8. To 
overcome such collision, two methods are commonly used, 
namely linear probing, and hash chaining. With linear probing, 
it iterates to find an empty hash cell for its entry. The final 
result of hash table entries is depicted in the table below. 

Hash 

Value 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Content 28 15 2 17 32 19 48 35 8 50 23 11 40 55 

 
As an illustration of hash chaining, the hash chain is 

created as the next node attached to the main content with the 
same hash value. The table below gives a visualization of hash 
chaining. 

Hash 

Value 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Content 28 15 2 17 32 19 48 35 8 23  11 40 55 

         50      

B. Proposed Firewall Rule Matching Agorithm 

From the incoming or outgoing packet header, the traffic 
identifier program can categorize information such as the 
source IP address, destination IP address, protocol type, source 
port number and destination port number. By using these 
parameters, it is expected to find the matching memory 
address that stores the firewall rule to allow or to block the 
traffic.  

P, SK, DK, K, and R are used as the algorithm parameters, 

with P being the contributed factor of each protocol, SK as the 

Source address Key, DK as the Destination address Key, R 

and M as fixed random numbers and also serving as additional 

parameters to compute hash table function. Here, R and M are 

engaged to widen the range of values in the hash table value, 

such that collision is more avoidable. For experiment, these 

parameters are set with integer numbers 3 and 2, respectively. 

The following notation can be written mathematically to 

represent SK and DK in IPv4 format. 

SK4  =  { S4[0], S4[1], S4[2], S4[3] }  (1) 

DK4 =  { D4[0], D4[1], D4[2], D4[3] }  (2) 

For example, 176.50.14.1 as a source address can be 
represented as follows. 

S4[0] = 176; S4[1] = 50; S4[2] = 14; S4[3] = 1 

SK4    i=  { 176, 50, 14, 1 } 

For the case of IPv6 address format, we define the 

mathematical notation as below. 

SK6  =  { S6[0], S6[1], S6[2], S6[3], (3) 

 S6[4], S6[5], S6[6], S6[7] } 

DK6 =  { D6[0], D6[1], D6[2], D6[3],  (4) 

 D6[4], D6[5], D6[6], D6[7] } 

With SK6 and DK6 notations defined above, we can 

represent address 0000:0000:00ab:0016:1008:1011:0f28:0b2f 

as follows. 

S6[0] = 0x0000; S6[1] = 0x0000; S6[2] = 0x00ab; 

S6[3] = 0x0016; S6[4] = 0x1008; S6[5] = 0x1011; 

S6[2] = 0x0f28; S6[3] = 0x0b2f 

SK6 =  { 0x0000, 0x0000, 0x00ab, 0x0016, 0x1008, 
0x1011, 0x0f28, 0x0b2f  } 

From the analysis conducted on the SCADA network, the 
frequency rank of the communication protocol usage in the 
network is tabulated in Table II. In this table, the column 
Protocol Priority describes the rank of the most frequent 
occurring protocols with lower numbers. Protocols with higher 
number of protocol priority are also listed to reflect the less 
frequent occurring protocols. 

By applying information from the Table of Protocol 

Priority (see Table II), the design of hash table function 

computation is defined as follows for IPv4. 

HV4 = S4[0] + S4[1] + S4[2]R + S4[3]M +  (5) 

D4[0] + D4[1] + D4[2]R+ D4[3]M + PM 

Similarly, the design of hash table function computation is 
defined as follows for IPv6. 

HV6 = S6[0] + S6[1] + S6[2] + S6[3] + (6) 

S6[4] + S6[5] + S6[6]R + S6[7]M +  

D6[0] + D6[1] + D6[2] + D6[3] +  

D6[4] + D6[5] + D6[6]R+ D6[7]M + PM 

TABLE II. TABLE OF PROTOCOL PRIORITY 

Protocol Priority (P) Protocol Type 

1 HSRP (Hot Standby Router Protocol) 

2 TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) 

3 ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) 

4 Intel ANS Probe 

5 STP (Spanning Tree Protocol) 

6 MDNS (Multicast-Domain Name System) 

7 ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) 

8 OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) 

9 LOOP 

10 ICMPv6 

11 
DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration 

Protocol) 

12 CDP (Cisco Discovery Protocol) 

13 NTP (Network Time Protocol) 

14 BROWSER 

15 NBNS (NetBIOS Name Service) 

16 
DEC-DNA (Digital Equipment Corporation-

Digital Network Architecture) 

17 
SNMP (Simple Network Management 

Protocol) 

 
As mentioned previously, components R and M in 

equations (5) and (6) are used to decrease the probability of 
collision among the computed hash value. The experiment 
conducted in this study substitutes R and M with 3 and 2, 
respectively.  

Based on the calculated hash value as the hash table index, 
the corresponding firewall rules of Allow and Deny are 
structured and depicted in Table III.  

 
 



TABLE III. ILLUSTRATION OF HASH TABLE VALUE WITH FIREWALL RULES 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATIOIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The computer used to run the designed algorithms is 
Hewlett Packard notebook model 14-ac181tu with CoreTM i3 
5005U Intel processor that contains two cores, with clock 
speed of 2 GHz and 3 MB for cache, complemented with HD 
Graphics 5500. The operating system for this laptop is 
Windows in 64-bits. This RAM size plays a very important 
role on data collection during the testing for all algorithms 
examined. The RAM size enables the testing of almost 13 
million rules of even distribution between IPv4 and IPv6 
address formats. The experiments used C programming 
language whose clock per second cycle is 1000. In other 
words, the accuracy of the clock cycle is 1 millisecond.  

A. Firewall Rule Matching Algorithm Implementation 

The implementation of the proposed firewall rule matching 
algorithm is programmed using C language, Figure 2 shows 
the flow outline of the proposed hash table matching 
algorithm. To compare the execution time, the Binary Search 
Algorithm and Linear Search Algorithm are also implemented 
using C language in the same notebook. In the following sub-
sessions, the average execution time and maximum execution 
time are compared. 

B. Average Execution Time 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 compare the testing results with total 
number of rules; with 254, 1016, 10160, 129032, and 516128 
applied to both IPv4 and IPv6 formats. Both figures show the 
average execution time with our designed Hash Table Search 
Algorithm, Binary Search Algorithm and Linear Search 
Algorithm. The horizontal axes in Fig 3 and Fig 4 are 
represented using logarithmic scale with base number 2. The 
vertical axes in the same figures represent the execution time 
in nanoseconds. The vertical axes are also represented on 
logarithmic scale with base number 10. 

The cases of IPv4 and IPv6 address formats are depicted 
into two separate diagrams. This is due to the significant 
difference in execution time between IPv4 and IPv6 address 
formats. Specifically, IPv6 address format has double 
segments to inspect as compared to the IPv4 format, i.e. IPv4 
format has 4 segments of numbers, while IPv6 has 8 segments 
of numbers. Furthermore, the range of address number in each 
segment in IPv6 address format is quadratic of the number, 

which is different in each segment of IPv4 address format, i.e. 
each segment in IPv4 ranges from 0 to 255, while each 
segment in IPv6 ranges from 0x0000 to 0xffff in hexadecimal 
format.  

In Fig. 3 (for IPv4 address format), it is verified that our 
designed Hash Table Search Algorithm performs at a faster 
speed than both the Binary Search Algorithm and Linear 
Search Algorithm. Linear Search Algorithm takes the longest 
execution time and increases with the number of rules. Our 
designed Hash Table Search Algorithm performs from 8.66 up 
to 39.08 faster than the Binary Search Algorithm. In Fig. 4, for 
IPv6 address format, our designed Hash Table Search 
Algorithm performs from 5.46 up to 53.31 faster than the 
Binary Search Algorithm. These are certainly due to only two 
main process lines in the programming, i.e. the hash value 
calculation and verification on the hash table cell with index 
of the calculated hash value. This also verifies that our 
designed Hash Table Search Algorithm is capable of 
processing in O(1) worst-case time complexity since the 
average execution time is almost a constant regardless of the 
number of firewall rules. 

 

 

Figure 2. Flow of hash table search algorithm for firewall rule matching  
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Figure 3. Average execution time for IPv4 address format 

 

 

Figure 4. Average execution time for IPv6 address format 

 
C. Maximum Execution Time 

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 depict the maximum execution time, 
respectively for IPv4 address format and IPv6 address formats.  
In Fig. 5, our designed Hash Table Search Algorithm performs 
3.91 to 6.89 faster than the Binary Search Algorithm. 
Meanwhile, in Fig. 6, our designed Hash Table Search 
Algorithm attained 4.66 to 8.56 times better than the Binary 
Search Algorithm. These achievements are certainly attributed 
to the number of comparisons required by binary searches that 
have to increase to accommodate the increase in the number of 
rules. From both diagrams, it is proven that our designed Hash 
Table Search Algorithm performs well for hundred thousand 
numbers of rules or more, as it only requires two main process 
lines. In addition, hash table search algorithm achieves an 
almost constant execution time. 

The horizontal axes in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are represented in 

logarithmic scale, with base number of 2. Similar to the 

previous graphs, the vertical axes in the Figures 5 and 6 

represent the execution time in nanoseconds. The vertical axes 

are also represented using logarithmic scale with base number 

10. 

Additionally, as described in Fig. 6, the execution time of 

the Linear Search Algorithm is increasing linearly, and 

proportionally with the number of rules. With total number of 

rules growth of 2000 times from 254 to 516128, the execution 

time grew 1000 times from 100 ns to 10 million ns. Note that 

the horizontal axis representation growth is double, i.e. in 

logarithmic scale with base number of 2. As a comparison, at 

254 number of rules, the Linear Search Algorithm takes 100 

times longer than Hash Table execution time. As a result of 

hash table algorithm’s O(1) time complexity, at 516128 

number of rules, Linear Search Algorithm takes 100000 times 

longer than the proposed algorithm, i.e. Hash Table Search 

Algorithm. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Maximum execution time comparison for IPv4 address format 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Maximum execution time comparison for IPv6 address format 



D. Discussions of Advantages and Cost 

1) Advantages 
By applying hash table data structure and hash table search 

algorithm for firewall rule matching, our designed Hash Table 
Search Algorithm is verified to be very effective and fast in 
performance for almost uncountable numbers of traffic rules. 
From the diagram of maximum execution time in Fig. 3 to Fig. 
6, it can be seen that the hash table search solves all number of 
rules at an almost constant execution time. In addition, the 
execution time taken in hash table search is always smaller 
than in Binary Search Algorithm and Linear Search 
Algorithm. In other words, hash table search algorithm is 
applicable for industry use. It can speed up the decision time 
for any occurring traffic, not only for internal networks, but 
also between the internal tools, computers, devices or 
machines in a SCADA network. 

2) Cost 
As a drawback, hash table algorithm may also need large 

storage size even for small numbers of rules. It is shown that 

collision is unpreventable with large variation of IP addresses. 

Particularly, with IPv6 address format, there are eight 

segments of hexadecimals, which each ranging from 0x0000 

to 0xffff. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents an advanced firewall rule matching 
algorithm with hash table function, in which the worst-case 
time complexity of O(1) is shown to be achievable. From our 
experiment, it is found that our designed Hash Table Search 
Algorithm takes constant and smallest execution time 
regardless of the number of firewall rules. This is an important 
differentiator as compared to Binary Search Algorithm as well 
as the Linear Search Algorithm when searching for a match. In 
fact, both Linear Search Algorithm and Binary Search 
Algorithm are dependent on the number of rules. Our designed 
Hash Table Search Algorithm is multiple times faster than the 
binary search when the number of rules increases 
exponentially.  

With these findings, the hash table search for firewall rule 
matching will provide large benefit for network security and 
communications in SCADA networks. The algorithm in this 
paper emphasizes time complexity efficiency rather than 
storage or memory complexity. Future research could be on 
the improvement of storage management of this search 
algorithm. Another work is to explore other hash functions on 
the firewall rule matching algorithm, with the aim to reduce 
collisions. 
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